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1. Introduction

For the purposes of this discussion, transparent governance refers to decisionmaking processes within governance processes and civic institutions that are open and accessible to the public and for which quality, understandable information is available. It supports open competition among arguments, ideas, and policies; it promotes civic participation in decisions; and it opposes secretive decision-making by governmental or institutional elites. Quality of, and access to, information and decisionmaking processes lie at the heart of transparent governance. As described here, it can be achieved through a wide variety of practices, mechanisms, and efforts supported by government institutions, civil society, non-governmental organizations, and individuals.

Research shows that participation in decision-making, particularly in communities, is fundamental to the long-term maintenance of life support systems, which can be defined
as any natural or human-engineered system that furthers the life of the biosphere (including humans and their social systems) in a sustainable fashion. Participation requires both access and appropriate information. At higher levels of governance, in which direct participation is less practical, transparency of decision processes is critical. Because institutions at all scales can influence the health of life support systems, transparency is pertinent to decision-making within national, regional and local government institutions, as well as within many international organizations. While it can be messy, transparent governance promotes accountability, soundness, responsiveness to public values, and legitimacy in the decisionmaking processes that concern those systems. It provides a framework for an informed public to gain awareness of the interactions between societies and the life support systems on which they rely. It also supports citizen involvement in decisionmaking concerning those interactions. Whether the issue is depletion of natural resources, air and water pollution, climate altering activities, waste disposal practices, or the destruction of fragile habitats and ecosystems, transparent governance supports more sustainable choices.

During the last decade of the 20th century, major geopolitical developments created new opportunities for spreading and deepening transparent governance around the world. The Cold War ended and the struggle between capitalist and communist world visions diminished, thereby removing one of many obstacles to improved international environmental cooperation. According to data published by Freedom House, a nonprofit organization that monitors and evaluates the state of freedom in nations around the world, the Cold War’s end accelerated the general trend of the 20th century for nations to move towards more free and open societies. The fall of communism and the end of the Cold War brought with them a significant and rapid increase in the number of nations that afforded their citizens political rights and civil liberties. Freedom House statistics indicate that the percentage of nations in the world that could be considered at least “partly free” rose from 62.8% in 1989 to 75.5% by 1999, whereas in the preceding ten year period, the percentage of free nations actually fell from 65.2% to 62.8%.

The post-Cold War relaxation and transformation of the international political environment increased the transparency of governance in many countries. In Eastern and Central European nations previously under the direct control or the influence of the former Soviet Union (FSU) the rejection and the replacement or reform of rigid authoritarian systems made governance more transparent. In many cases, the relaxation of ideologically-driven economic policies in order to promote economic growth, trade, and foreign investment, while sometimes creating hardship, also contributed to an environment in which limited transparent governance could take root, if not flourish.

The end of the Cold War also created opportunities in the West for increased transparent governance. In the United States, an important example was the lifting by the U.S. Department of Energy of the veil of secrecy that surrounded the sites of the U.S. nuclear weapons complex. Vast amounts of information about the severely contaminated sites and their surroundings were made available to nongovernmental organizations and the public, and mechanisms were established to involve citizens in decisionmaking processes about the fate of the sites and the manner in which they would be remediated. Information became more readily available and decisionmaking processes more accessible. While transparency gains with respect to the United States’ national security
Prompted by the end of the Cold War and the desire to improve living standards, some developing countries, including India, China and Vietnam, have pursued domestic economic reforms and have begun to open their economies to trade and foreign investment. Some have become members of international economic institutions, creating opportunities for (and stimulus of) elements of transparent governance. For example, India and China are now members of the World Trade Organization, while Vietnam holds observer status with the expectation of joining in the near future. The WTO requires its members to make public economic data that developing countries have often chosen to suppress. Improving living standards and greater per capita income provided many citizens of liberalized economies with better means to access information, if not to participate directly in decision-making processes. Trade and foreign investment placed transparency pressures on governments and provided citizens with increased exposure to political ideas and values that encourage transparency.

The end of the 20th century brought with it an explosion in the capacity, availability, and affordability of information and communication technologies, and their usability for governance. Rapid advances, widespread dissemination, growing penetration, and decreasing costs of technology (both hardware and software) created new opportunities for extending or improving transparency of government decision-making. Perhaps the most important occurrence was the rise and dramatic growth of the Internet and the development of a host of transparency-enabling mechanisms available to all governments, multilateral institutions, nongovernmental organizations, and citizens. Governments in Western countries took the lead in using information and communication technologies to promote interaction with the public, provide government services, and improve access to information used in, or relevant to, decision-making. Other countries followed suit, albeit slowly. Nongovernmental organizations around the world also began to use information technology to promote transparency in government.

2. Transparent Governance: An Overview

While most people recognize voting as the mainstay of democracy, a truly strong participatory system requires public awareness and participation in all aspects of governance. Because many of the decisions that affect the public’s quality of life are made by civil servants in administrative agencies rather than by elected officials, participation beyond the voting booth is particularly important for environmental governance. Principle 10 of the Rio Declaration on Environment and Development outlined such a vision of transparency for environmental governance: “Environmental issues are best handled with the participation of all concerned citizens, at the relevant level... [E]ach individual shall have appropriate access to information concerning the environment that is held by public authorities...and the opportunity to participate in decisionmaking processes.”

As outlined in the Rio Declaration, transparency requires both information and access to decisionmaking. The two components are inseparable. Without information, citizens cannot know when to make their voices known in decisionmaking nor formulate the
arguments that sway policy. Even well-informed citizens, however, are shut out of formal decisionmaking if opportunities to participate do not exist. They are left only with informal, or even illegal, opportunities to influence or oppose governmental decisions. Although a number of economic and political developments in the last decade have smoothed the way for the greater participation of citizens in governance, many barriers remain. For example, the United Nations Environment Program’s (UNEP) Geo-2000 report notes that very few countries worldwide have effective legislation enabling full freedom of access to government information. The US Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) is an example of a good, though imperfect, law that protects the rights of the press and the people to access information on the inner workings and decisions of the government.

The need for legislation to assure citizens’ access to information on government decision-making in itself indicates that governments in modern democracies often are less transparent than they should be. From a misguided sense of national security to open mendacity, democracies across the world, including those in North America and Europe, have often been less than fully open with their citizens. In addition, few democracies allow direct participation in every important decision by the citizens affected. The US is a republic yet the federal government has no provision for referendums and local participation in environmental decision-making is the result of more than three decades of judicial action forcing federal, state, and local governments to open their policymaking processes.

In this section we examine the rationale for transparency in environmental governance and the various methods by which people outside of government educate themselves about, provide input to, or make environmental decisions. The rationales for transparency range from normative arguments about why the public should have access to information and decisionmaking to practical arguments about the value of accountability and the importance of information that citizens provide. The mechanisms for transparency range from laws that grant the public access to government documents to formal negotiations that bring disputing parties together to determine what policy should be. Examples from a number of countries around the world are used as illustrations.

2.1. Why is Transparency Important?

A discussion of transparency best begins with a justification for why it is important. That is, how does transparency contribute to conservation of ecological systems and sustainable development of human societies? In countries with democratic traditions, the rationales for transparency are often taken for granted. When the legitimacy of government comes from the consent of the governed, transparency is, in principle axiomatic. But not all countries share the democratic tradition.

Even in those that are democracies, history has shown that transparency is not guaranteed in practice. Indeed, sometimes it may not be desirable for citizens to have universal access to information or explicit involvement in every decision that governments make. For example, security matters generally demand restricted access to relevant information. Articulating the rationale for transparency, then, provides a
starting point for understanding when it is appropriate, what kinds of mechanisms are called for, and what kinds of outcomes can be expected. Here we discuss five ways in which transparency increases sustainability: accountability, responsiveness to public values, improved information, effective implementation, and social change.

2.1.1. Accountability

The most often cited rationale for transparency is accountability. Transparency ensures that those making public decisions are accountable to the people they govern. An obvious target of accountability is corruption, where public servants act in their own self-interest at the expense of the broader public interest. A less obvious, but no less important target is clientelism, where public servants act in the interest of powerful and concentrated interests at the expense of the public interest. Scholars of public administration have long recognized the potential for an alliance of incentives between government and special interests that work against the broader public interest and the difficulty of organizing the public as a countervailing force. Transparency can help counteract the pressures toward corruption and clientelism through the threat of monitoring. Whether anyone is actually monitoring every action and decision or not, such a threat can be sufficient to counteract tendencies toward subverting the public interest. While we often think of accountability as changing the behavior of public servants, transparency can also change the behavior of those outside of government. When actions are publicized, their protagonists are exposed to the sanction of public norms or even public action. Laws that allow access to government documents, that open meetings to the public, or that require disclosure of information from private firms are all examples of transparency acting to increase accountability. Freedom of the press and freedom of association are integral to accountability because it is often the press or organized NGOs that act as society’s monitors.

2.1.2. Responsiveness to Public Values

A second rationale for transparency concerns the responsiveness of government to public values. Science plays a large role in identifying the existence and nature of environmental problems, for example, whether man-made chemicals deplete the stratospheric ozone layer or industrial emissions are toxic. But politics, the process in which policy is formed, is a struggle over values and the politics of the environment mobilizes values more than most competing issues. Traditional technocratic decision-making tools such as risk assessment and cost-benefit analysis inevitably miss the subtle and unquantifiable interplay of subjective values.

The importance of public values is increasingly recognized in the study of decisions about environmental risks. Study after study document that the public perceives environmental risks in very different ways than do experts. While experts see risk in terms of the probability of the occurrence of adverse events, the public often takes a more holistic view, accounting for who generates the risk, how much control the public has over the risk, and the power dynamics of decisionmaking. As a result, technocratic assessments of risk often run counter to what the public cares about. Transparency promotes participation and provides fora in which the relevance of public values to risk decisions can be aired and addressed.
2.1.3. Improved Information

A third rationale for transparency relates to how the public can improve the substantive quality of decisions. Transparency can lead to objectively superior decisions by introducing new information, ideas, and analysis into decision-making. Public participation in government decision-making is often portrayed as government experts confronting uninformed lay citizens. However, the public is often an important source of local information and innovative ideas. In investigations of hazardous waste sites, for example, local citizens are the “experts” in the history of the site, local patterns of use, local geography, and often local patterns of disease. Even if not directly contributing to decision-making, citizens have often identified mistakes and misinformation produced by government experts. Sometimes indigenous knowledge is more effective than scientific comprehension for resolving local environmental problems. For example, a study of the impact of the Chernobyl nuclear disaster on sheep farmers in England’s Lake District documents how scientific experts consistently ignored local knowledge and custom in investigating and explaining the effects of nuclear fallout on sheep. The low regard accorded to local knowledge led to mistaken analysis, improper policy prescriptions, and a complete loss of trust in government decision-makers. In developing countries, science has often overlooked or under-appreciated local knowledge embedded in cultural practices and social institutions that have developed over time in response to environmental conditions.

2.1.4. Effective Implementation

The fourth rationale discussed here is perhaps the most practical: transparency can help overcome barriers to implementation. Environmental decision-making often occurs in an atmosphere of conflict between different interests and distrust in government. Transparency, especially through participation, can improve the implementation of policy by fostering decisions that are more broadly appealing, providing opportunities for disputing interests to cooperate, and perhaps giving citizens more reasons to trust government decision-makers. In the United States, where it seems that all environmental controversies end up in court, there has been an increasing trend toward “alternative dispute resolution” where parties seek to identify policy alternatives that leave them all better off. Even just the act of participating in such processes may have benefits. Many theorists argue that the act of participating strengthens civil society by building what political scientists term “social capital” – the norms, networks, and trust that make societies cohesive and effective. If citizens participated in making the decision, they are more likely to participate in implementing it. And their assistance in implementation is usually vital.

2.1.5. Social Change

Transparency also may be the best way to balance the power of environmentally destructive commercial interests with people acting communally for a commonly preferred good. By opening up decision-making, individuals and communities are empowered to protect their local environment. By changing power relations in society, transparency also contributes to sustainable development because it allows public
scrutiny of, and contributions to, the policy processes by which solutions to social problems are crafted.

Development is more than economic growth; it is a continuous process that opens new possibilities for personal freedom and individual self-expression. Sustainable development is an indefinite process by which life for all is ‘improved’ without destroying the natural systems on which the society relies. Thus, sustainable development is about managed social change.

Usually social change within a community emerges from the interplay of several informal and formal processes. The quality of social change reflects (1) the relative importance of formal and informal institutions in the community and (2) the power relations within formal processes. In authoritarian societies, formal (government) institutions dominate. Yet, many rural communities in poorer developing countries are substantially beyond the reach of formal governance institutions. Such communities make themselves through relatively informal institutions and governance processes. The relative weight of formal and informal institutions in forming the quality of social change is specific to each community.

Within formal governance processes the rules determine the relative power of each of the participants. Environmentalists often complain that in capitalist societies the rules favor corporations. If transparency processes are substantive rather than merely formal, the rules should be designed to include all the stakeholders and to ‘level the playing field’ so that none is unduly favored.

2.2. Transparency Mechanisms and Forces

Accountability, responsiveness to public values, improved information, effective implementation and social change all justify transparency and participation. But how do people actually get informed and get involved? Here we describe a set of mechanisms – from information provision policies to formal negotiation – by which citizens engage government, and each other, in decisionmaking about energy and environmental systems, among others.
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